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Tales from the Darkside of Commercial Real Estate - Episode 1
For most commercial real estate brokers, if you get enough years under your belt of active
duty in this crazy business … you can say you've seen it all.
About ten days ago I opened the local
paper and came upon an article that
struck my eye … and caused my jaw to
drop.
Turns out a now former client had
been arrested and plead guilty to
conspiracy to commit a federal crime.
It had only been about two months ago
that he had called to inform me that he
would no longer be needing my
services to sublease the extra space in
the flex building his firm was renting
… as he and his partner had abruptly
"decided to shutdown the business."
Not giving me any reason, he ended
the conversation with: "That's the way
it goes … I guess."
Hmmm…?
All I can say now is that I wish his family the best, as it appears he could potentially spend up to 20 years
behind bars.
Back in the mid 1980's there was a TV show Tales from the Darkside that ran for four seasons. It was an
anthology horror series that followed the trail blazed by such shows as The Twilight Zone, The Outer
Limits and Tales From The Crypt.
Each episode opened to the eerie sounds of an organ slowly grinding away as the narrator recited the following:
"Man lives in the sunlit world of what he believes to be reality. But... there is, unseen by most,
an underworld, a place that is just as real, but not as brightly lit... a Darkside."
There was one particular episode (21) in season 1 that told a story about real estate developer who lived with a
guilty conscience that constantly caused him to make business decisions which caused harm to others.
One day he learned of Chinese laundry that would "wash away sins."
As with most of those 30 minute Tales, lead characters often sought a quick remedy to cure
their transgressions by making a deal with the Devil ... typically culminating in a unhappy ending for the sinner
of the week.
It was the darkness of the newspaper article that triggered my memory back to a brush I had with
another's Darkside during my 5th year in the real estate business.
It was 1977, and I just taken a listing for a 150+ acre farm in southern Frederick County, Maryland. The
property had recently been perk tested and approved for a 49 lot residential subdivision, and the owner, a "Mr.
Sugar" from Montgomery County, figured it was time to reap the rewards of his long held investment.
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I was an eager 27 year old agent excited to earn a fee on this mega $400,000 +/- deal ... and "Mega" it was back
in those days.
Gathering all the information I could to create a marketing package, my primary focus was to attract a builder
and/or developer to purchase the property.
My next move was to get a sign up on the property and make a list of builders and developers to contact.
It wasn't long before I received a call on the sign from a broker in Prince Georges County, Maryland. He said
his name was "Mr. Kelley." He was working with a builder who was interested in completing the development
of the farm and build new homes.
He told me that he had already shown the property to his customer and wanted to meet me soon to deliver a
contract to me.
Of course, boys and girls, those were the days before document scanning, email and even fax machines; so you
either relied on the U.S. Postal Service (today it is called "snail-mail") or you hopped in your car and personally
delivered the offer to the other party.
At this point in my career, I'd been exposed not only to real estate sales, but also construction and land
development. Above everything else, I learned that no matter what sandbox one played in, at the end of the
day, business is all about dealing with people.
My new friend was tall, slender and appeared to be in his late 50's. He was soft spoken and displayed a
pleasant smile … right away however, something seemed just not right.
The man with the same voice I had heard over the phone now gave me a different name this time … Mr. Burke!
Hmmm …?
I asked him what had become of "Mr. Kelley" … he sluffed off my query, by bluntly stating that he is no longer
handling the transaction.
"Okay," I thought, "I'll play along."
He really didn't have much more to say after that, as he bid me farewell, I asked for a business card. He
fumbled through his wallet and produced a tattered and dog-eared card displaying Mr. Burke's name and
number.
This unfolding story requires two more posts in the MacRo Report Blog to complete a cops and robbers
saga of stupidity, intrigue and a near Goodfellas' Tommy DeVito (Joe Pesci) moment!
What was the enticing line that those shows ended with each week to lure the audience back for more?
"You won't want to miss the Next Exciting Episode" of Tales from the Darkside of Commercial Real
Estate!
Tuesday, April 16th, 2013
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Tales from the Darkside of Commercial Real Estate - Episode 2
A soft-spoken real estate agent with two apparent identities introduces a young agent to a
dark side of the Land and Commercial Real Estate business.
In the first episode of Tales from the
Darkside of Commercial Real Estate,
I shared the an experience I had back in
the late 1970's.
This story continues into darker places:
Maybe I was just a naive rookie?
Being a young agent five years into the
business, an offer was delivered to me by a
man claiming to be a real estate broker.
Over the phone in our initial conversation,
he gave me his name as "Mr. Kelley," but
upon meeting him personally, he claimed
his name to be "Mr. Burke."
It was very odd, but after he exited my
office, I was left to dissect the terms of the
fully typed out (on an ancient device we called a "typewriter") and properly executed offer.
Everything appeared on the up and up with the offer written near the full price and a reasonably short period
to close. However, it was the clause relating to whom the brokerage fee was to be paid that I found very odd:
no broker name, no company name … just an address to where the check was to be sent.
It wasn't long before I reported my experience to my broker Charles "Rick" Wolfe. I made him a copy of the
offer (yes, back then boys and girls, we called them "Xerox" machines).
When I shared the part about the odd circumstance of the other real estate broker seemingly using two
different names, we both agreed that something was very fishy.
Even though the issue of agency seemed to be questionable, the offer otherwise appeared to be made by a
legitimate purchaser; so I was instructed to proceed and present to the seller.
While my client "Mr. Sugar" considered the agency matter something for the brokers to work out, he was
thrilled with the price and happy to seal the deal. That said, he did make a couple of very minor changes that
required initials from the purchaser.
Calling in Scotland Yard!
Now, at the time Rick Wolfe happened to be the Chairman of the Maryland Real Estate Commission, and
asked me if I was up for some undercover work. "Oh, what the heck … sure, why not," I said.
I pulled out the 1970's version of a search engine (the Prince Georges County Yellow Pages) to look for all the
Burke's and Kelley's in the real estate business. On Rick's end all it took was to call the administrator at the
Commission to find a rap sheet on a Mr. Kelley, who actually met the physical description of Mr. Burke!
Seems that several years prior, a man by the same name had his real estate license revoked. He had been
convicted of absconding over $25,000 of purchaser real estate deposits from his escrow account. While he had
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not refunded the absconded funds, Kelley served a short time in the slammer and was now back breathing the
air of freedom again without a real estate license.
Hmmm …?
So all leads pointed to "Mr. Burke" and "Mr. Kelley" being one in the same.
But my visitor did leave me with a business card with Burke's name and phone number on it!
Sorry, wrong number ...
Time for a bit more sleuthing on my part! I placed a call to the phone number on the business card "Mr.
Burke" had handed me and asked for … Mr. Kelley.
"I'm sorry no one by that name works here," was the response from the receptionist.
"My apologies," I said. "Is Mr. Burke in by any chance?"
"Sure, let me transfer you now," the friendly voice responded.
Within a few seconds I heard a very deep gravelly voice on the other end of the phone: "This is Mr. Burke, how
can I help you?"
Not necessarily surprised, this was obviously not the same voice of the gentleman I had met with a day earlier
in my office.
"Hi, Mr. Burke, this is Rocky Mackintosh. Very nice to speak with you again," I said confidently. "I thought I'd
follow up with you regarding the contract proposal for a farm purchase that you delivered to me in my office in
Frederick yesterday."
"Ahhhh … I'm sorry, let me get your number," he responded with a touch of confusion in his voice. "I'm going
to have to call you back, good-bye."
Good to hear your "voice" again!
The next day, "Mr. Burke" did call me back. Amazingly, the gravelly tone I heard the day before was one again
that of a soft spoken man.
Was I surprised?
I informed him that the proposal that he presented to me had been accepted, but there were a few initials that
we needed from the purchaser on a couple of minor changes. I explained the specifics and he did not believe
that there would be a problem.
Just for the heck of it, before I hung up, I asked him if there was another number that I could call him. "Oh,
sure," he responded. "Call me on my home phone …"
So, here's where the shadows of the undercover operation began to darken!
After hearing my experience with the man (or men?) of multiple voices, Rick and the investigative team at the
Real Estate Commission were now pretty confident that the person I had met was in fact the same Mr. Kelley
who had been convicted of escrow theft.
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Commissioner Wolfe asked me if I was up to play a role in a sting operation to catch Kelley in the act of "acting"
as a licensed real estate agent in the state of Maryland.
"Well … okay … ahhhh … sure, why not!?!?" I responded with a hint of hesitation.
Go deeper … really?
Sorry, wrong number ... Again?
Rick wanted me to set a meeting at his Gaithersburg office; so I called "Burke" at his home number this time.
An elderly lady answered, and I asked if he was in.
"I'm sorry, but you must have the wrong number …" she said.
"My mistake, I meant to ask for Mr. Kelley," I replied.
"Oh, yes, that's my son!" she proudly responded. "He's out back, let me get him for you."
This guy can't be that stupid, I thought.
When he came on the line and said, "Hell-o," I responded quickly with: "Mr. Burke, it's Rocky again, let's
schedule a time to meet …"
"Playing the role" ... of the Stingor!
It was at 1:00 PM the next afternoon in the glass-enclosed conference room of Wolfe's office, where I sat at the
highly visable table and awaited the arrival of the man who liked using the name of another.
No less than five undercover Maryland State Troopers were lingering in and around the office that day …
armed and ready to catch Mr. Kelley in the act of brokering.
It took only a matter of moments after Kelley sat down with me to review the changes in the contract before he
was swarmed by the cops, handcuffed and thrown in the caged back seat of an unmarked car.
It was a thrilling experience, to say the least, to have played a part in nailing a bad guy.
But while this chapter was thrilling, the next role I was asked to play was that of testifying against this guy (and
others) in court … and the incidents that took place up to that day were downright scary!
You won't want to miss the next ... and by far the Darkest episode of the darker side of this tale so
far:
"Is there a gun under his jacket," I wondered ... "This really can not be happening ... but it is!"
Tuesday, May 7th, 2013
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Tales from the Darkside of Commercial Real Estate – Episode 3
With one man behind bars, was another threatening me? Did he have a gun? ... Is this what
all complex real estate deals are like?
… and now comes Episode 3 of the eerie
tale of a young man who suspected another
commercial real estate agent of criminal
activity, and how it played out.
I happened to be that young man, 28 years
of age; married for just two years with a
young wife, who was expecting our first
child in January of 1978.
It was the late fall of 1977 that I had taken a
listing to market a farm that had just
received preliminary plat approval for 49
single family lots.
As covered in Episode 1 of this series, it
did not take long for a very fair offer to be
submitted from another broker, but as it
turned out it seemed that in the early
stages of the negotiations that other broker fumbled with "misremembering" his own name.
By Episode 2 of this dark tale, it was clear to me and the investigators at the Maryland Real Estate
Commission, that shifty character was a convicted felon by the name of Mr. Kelley, who seemed to be up to his
old real estate tricks. In our first meeting and subsequent conversations he used the name "Mr. Burke," a
licensed real estate broker in Prince Georges County.
That chapter ended with yours truly playing a pivotal role in a sting operation that resulted in a handcuffed
Kelley being hauled off to comfortable jail cell.
In the midst of the excitement of playing a real life game of cops and robbers, there was still a real estate
transaction that my client Mr. Sugar (the property owner) and the buyer, a builder/developer, (whom I will call
"Mark") wanted to complete.
So, with his commercial real estate agent now behind bars, I was hopeful that my real estate life would get back
to normal. I reached out to Mark in order to gain his acceptance of the counter that Mr. Sugar made several
days earlier.
With guidance from my broker Charles "Rick" Wolfe, we decided to assume that Mark was an innocent bystander in Mr. Kelley's befuddled game of charades.
We met in the sales office of his model home at another of his projects in southern Frederick County. Dressed
very casually in ball cap, t-shirt and jeans, the 40ish Mark greeted me with a large enthusiastic and teethy smile
brimming through a face of black hairy stubbles. It seemed that Rick and my assumption was spot on, as Mark
anxiously read through the contract and signed off on all changes to seal the deal.
As we got comfortable, I made a brief mention of Mr. Kelley's arrest, and he just blew it off with a simple
remark of "Well, you never know about people, do you?"
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The terms of the contract called for an April 1, 1978 closing, after a brief study period. Yes, boys and girls,
believe it or not, land development contracts on properties with a mere preliminary plat approval could be
fully processed back then in less than 6 months!
It seemed that all was falling in place: the bad guy was behind bars, and the contract was executed. The seller
was thrilled to have an eager buyer, and I couldn't have been happier!
The Christmas and New Year holidays came and went, and it wasn’t but ten days later that my wife Nancy and I
were blessed with the birth of our first child. It was a cold a snowy winter that year, and we didn't even notice
with total focus on our new addition.
It was in early February that I learned that Mr. Kelley had been released fairly quickly after his arrest, and a
trial date had been set at the Montgomery County Courthouse in Rockville, Maryland for sometime in May of
that year. The officials at the Real Estate Commission informed me that I would be the star witness in the case
against Mr. Kelley for carrying out real estate brokerage activity with a revoked license.
I asked Rick Wolfe if I should be concerned for the safety of my family and me. I was assured that Kelley was
not a violent person … there was nothing to worry about. That aside, Rick told me that I should focus on
getting the the land development deal to closing.
He also informed me that the brokerage fee would be held in escrow until after the trial. I was okay with all
that, and pressed on. The unexpected benefit was that if Kelley was found guilty, it was likely that the entire fee
would come my way.
The roar of the lion that brings in the month March was apropos for what was up next.
Mark and I had been in touch a few times as I checked in with him to see how things were progressing on his
side of the transaction. We had waived his feasibility contingency and increased his deposit as called for in the
contract. Things were looking good.
But it was a call that I got from Mark a few weeks before closing that seemed a bit odd. He wanted to cover a
"few loose ends" with me at the sales office of that model home where we had met the previous month. I asked
what those "loose ends" might be, and he responded with "Oh … just stuff."
Despite the vagary of his response, I agreed.
The meeting was set for late that Thursday afternoon. It was a dark and dreary day with several inches of snow
on the ground from a storm a few days earlier. As I drove up to the garage converted into a sales office, I
noticed three cars in the driveway. All the shades were drawn on the windows, as well as the entrance door that
also displayed a crooked "CLOSED" sign from the inside.
Not all that sure whether anyone was inside, I cautiously knocked on the door. The 15 seconds that it took
before Mark opened the door seemed more like an hour, as I began to get an uneasy feeling.
I was once again greeted with that big smile and a hardy handshake.
But I could not help but notice how dark the room was with a single lit desk lamp off in the far right corner of
the room. And as I panned the room to the left, I saw two other men sitting in the shadows.
My trepidation grew, but the brightness of Mark's teethy smile invited me to a large deep leather lounge chair
just a few feet from the front door.
"Have a seat, Rocky," Mark said, as I sunk beneath the arms of the recliner. He then proceeded to the other
side of the room and sat between the two silent men in the shadows.
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The room was cold and all three men were still wearing their overcoats. Through the darkness I was able to
recognize the tall and slender man sitting to the right … it was Mr. Kelley!
The other man, balding and heavy set, was dressed in a dark suit with a white shirt and tie. I had never seen
him before, but I had an idea to whom I was about to be introduced.
"So … what's this all about, Mark?" I tried to ask without showing any evidence of my escalating level of
discomfort and fear.
"Rocky, I thought it was about time that we help you with your memory," Mark stated in a different and firm
tone of voice.
He continued with, "Now the (heavy set) man here to my right is Mr. Burke, and you know the man to my left is
Mr. Kelley."
As my heart began to race to a higher pace, I responded with hesitation: "Okay?"
"The part that you have been very confused about is that Mr. Burke here, IS the real estate broker with whom
you have always been dealing," continued Mark. "That is … up until that day that Mr. Kelley met you to 'drop
off the contract' on behalf of Mr. Burke" (that being the day Kelley was hauled off in the paddy wagon in his
shiny new handcuffs).
The intensity grew within me, as I sat silent with my hands tightly gripped to the arms my chair. Prepared at
any moment to leap toward the door, I wondered “Is there a gun under his jacket? … This really cannot be
happening … but it is!”
Then Mr. Burke spoke in that familiar deep and gravelly voice. I had only heard it once in a telephone
conversation, in my pursuit of attempting to understand if Mr. Kelley was actually Mr. Burke or visa-versa.
"Let me make myself perfectly clear, Rocky," Burke stated emphatically, "Kelley, here was only running errands
for me, as he does not have an active real estate license and has done nothing wrong ... You have only been
dealing with me since the beginning."
I was sure that the three could hear and see my heart pounding rapidly out of my chest, as I expected a hand
gun to be made visible and pointed at me any moment.
He ended with: "You are a very nice young man, and I hope you understand that at your age, it is easy to get
confused in complex transactions … Do you understand, me?"
My response was very clear. As I stood up from my chair trying to hide the enormous amount of fear beneath
my skin, I stated, "Gentlemen, this is not a meeting I wish to be a part of any longer."
I turned quickly, opened the door and closed it behind me, as a let out an enormous sigh.
Slick roads and dreary weather conditions did not stop me from using the accelerator to hasten the drive back
to the basement apartment where my wife and new born awaited my arrival.
Of course in this day and age, I would have been on my mobile phone calling my wife and then my broker to
share my experience. Ah, but alas that was before the everyday consumer knew what was coming. As I sped
away checking rear view mirror every fraction of a second, the only two words I repeated incessantly to myself
were: "Oh, Shit!"
What had I gotten myself into?
Tuesday, June 4th, 2013
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Tales from the Darkside of Commercial Real Estate -- Final Episode
After months of playing a sleuth, catching the bad guy and making a run for it after being
threatened, will someone come knocking at my door to Make me an offer I can't refuse?
As the dusk of the late winter afternoon
turned to darkness, my heavy left foot let
up only for the sharp curves along the road
home.
After steering through every bend, I was
still looking in my rear view mirror to see if
I was being followed.
"What have gotten myself into?" I
asked myself.
There I was invited to a meeting where
three men sitting in the shadows of a dark
room attempted to shake me down …
adjust my memory as to whom I was really
dealing with in a land development
brokerage deal.
Now it seemed that all that boldness and bravery that I had shown in tagging a crook was peeling off the core of
my 28 year body. I tried to do the right thing, by calling the authorities on a shady looking character who was
out to scoff up a brokerage fee on a revoked license.
It was as much a game of wits when I made calls to test the downright stupidity of this man who called himself
Kelley, then displayed a business card being a person by the name of Burke.
And, yes, it was more than a thrill to be part of a sting operation that nailed that man of dual identities in the
act of brokering. Having the feeling of "We got 'em!" was electrifying when the cops pounced upon the culprit
with handcuffs.
But now I had received more than an idle threat in a darkroom, suggesting that it was in my best interest to
change my story before the case went to trial. Hey, I have a wife and newborn at home in a basement
apartment … now all the fun and games flipped on me as I thought about the safety of my family. I was scared!
Were they following me, or were they waiting until I got home to come knocking at my door after midnight with
those guns I imagined were under their jackets? Easy enough to find me, I thought … my name and address
are in the phonebook (this is something, boys and girls, that the Urban Dictionary defines as "An ancient
device used to find a person/business' phone number. Scientists have recently discovered a link between these
and a phone booth")!
I arrived home in a near panic -- parked the car behind the building and once inside locked the door and pulled
the shades. Once she got a good look at my state, the face of my 23 year old wife went from a welcoming smile
to a fearful surprise. While she didn't greet me with the familiar "How was your day, Dear?" that is pretty
much what she wanted to know.
It is said that stress can cause the mind to distort reality to the point of absurdity. And when two people stress
over the same fear, things exponentiate into a state of ludicrous hysteria.
Well … it didn’t get that bad, but only because I called my broker Rick Wolfe (that guy who was at the time
Chairman of the Maryland Real Estate Commission and encouraged me to play that game of To Catch a
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Thief in the first place). Rick calmed me down as I told the tale of my darkest experience thus far. After asking
if I needed police protection, he once again he reminded me that these are nonviolent people, who were more
than likely just trying to scare me. Well, they sure did!
It took a few days before we both began to feel like Rick was right in his assessment. It was only a few weeks
later that a non eventful settlement took place in Rockville, Maryland. Joining me in attendance was my client
Mr. Sugar, the Settlement attorney … and the buyer Mark, who acted as if that meeting among him, his two
cohorts and me never happened. Neither Mr. Kelley nor Mr. Burke made an appearance and never a peep was
made about it during the gathering.
After closing handshakes, everyone walked away with big smiles on their faces. As agreed, the brokerage fee
was held in escrow.
The next challenging hurdle in this Tale from the Darkside of Commercial Real Estate was, of course the trial of
Mr. Kelley. Held in District Court in Rockville, my instructions as the star witness were plain and simple recite
the interactions I had with Mr. Kelley leading up to his arrest, and nothing more. Huh?
"Why can't I tell the darkest part of my tale?" I asked. I was told that it will just complicate the matter at hand.
So the big day arrived and there I was in the courtroom. The lawyer for the Real Estate Commission was a very
dapper and sharp individual with a clear mission: prove that Mr. Kelley had attempted to earn a brokerage fee
without an active real estate license. His witnesses included yours truly, Rick Wolfe and the arresting police
officer.
With a shoddy, clearly two bit defense attorney, there sat Mr. Kelley. Sitting behind him in the gallery was my
friend Mr. Burke, the real estate broker from Prince Georges County, who in my one and only encounter had
suggested that it was not Mr. Kelley with whom I had dealt, but he himself.
It was odd, almost humorous, that as I sat in the courtroom and gazed upon the two men, all that fear that
consumed me that evening a few weeks earlier was nowhere to be found.
When I was called to take the stand, the prosecuting attorney asked that I recite my story, which I did ... just as
instructed.
Then the schleppy defense attorney took his shot at me. As I looked into his eyes, my confidence grew. His
appearance matched his performance. After a couple of what seemed random questions, I could almost hear
the drum roll, as he pointed toward Mr. Burke in the near empty courtroom and asked: "The man with whom
you dealt was that man, Mr. Burke, wasn't it?"
My answer, as scripted was a simple "No, Sir."
Before I knew it the non-eventful trial was over, and Kelley was found guilty … his sentencing would come later.
Case closed. A few weeks later I got two big pieces of news: Wolfe's company had been awarded the full
commission for the transaction, of which I received a just reward.
But on a disappointing note I was also informed that while Mr. Kelley was sentenced to 6 months behind bars,
his sentence was suspended for being a nonviolent criminal.
After all those years, my guess is that Kelley is sitting in some county subsidized nursing home starring across a
stark room … or … residing in his eternal resting place wondering if all that conniving was worth the effort?
The author: Rocky Mackintosh, President, MacRo, Ltd., a Land and Commercial Real Estate
firm based in Frederick, Maryland. His articles also appear in TheTentacle.com.
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About MacRo, Ltd.
MacRo, Ltd. is a land and commercial real estate firm that offers real estate brokerage, agency and consulting services to
the Frederick County and other mid-Maryland communities.
The MacRo Report Blog that places focus on local and national real estate trends and issues, as well as government and
political topics that influence the values and uses of real estate.
About the MacRo Team
Earl M. Mackintosh III – President
Earl M. Mackintosh known as Rocky, has been active in the real estate market since 1972. In 1980, Rocky founded
Mackintosh, Inc. Realtors®, a multi-office general brokerage firm now owned and operated by his brothers. In 1990, he
established MacRo, Ltd., the Frederick, Maryland-based land and commercial real estate development, real estate
brokerage, leasing, property management and real estate consulting services firm he heads today. He has earned
numerous awards and recognition for his achievements over the years.
He has served on the board of directors of Frederick Memorial Healthcare System (past board chair); The Barnesville
School in Barnesville, Maryland (past board chair); The Bullis School in Potomac, Maryland; Lily Ponds Water Gardens;
The Frederick County Chamber of Commerce; Frederick County Home Builders and its Land Use Council; The Rotary
Club of Frederick; Goodwill Industries of Monocacy Valley (past board chair); Frederick Mutual Insurance Company; The
Community Foundation of Frederick County; and several real estate industry-related organizations.
Dave Wilkinson – Vice President
Dave Wilkinson joined MacRo, Ltd. as Director of Marketing in 1992, and has served as Vice President since 1997 where
he coordinates the subdivision and vacant property development for MacRo clients. Dave is a licensed Realtor and brokers
most of MacRo’s real estate listings, using his knowledge of zoning and subdivision regulations, real estate market
conditions, and land development options to help MacRo’s clients achieve their goals.
Dave holds a B.S. and M.A. in Economics from the University of Delaware. He was a regional economist in Norfolk,
Virginia before returning to Frederick to serve as Assistant Director for the Economic and Community Development
Commission. Dave also served as Marketing Director for a Frederick area business campus prior to joining MacRo, Ltd.
Dave has been member of the Rotary Club of Carroll Creek, a former board member of the Frederick County Chapter of
the American Red Cross and past president of the Board of Directors for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Frederick County. He
coaches youth soccer, basketball and baseball teams for the Ballenger Creek Recreation Council. Dave resides in Frederick
with his wife Tamara and their children Kayla, Jacob, and Erin.
Kathy Krach – Commercial Sales and Leasing
Kathy Krach joined the MacRo, Ltd. team in 2011 as a marketing consultant and researcher. She is a licensed real estate
agent and her strong analytical talents help develop cutting edge marketing programs designed to deliver the best results
for MacRo clients.
Kathy has significant experience in the fields of real estate marketing and finance, including 7 years spent working for
publicly-traded real estate companies Ryland Group and Resource Mortgage Capital, where she held positions in investor
relations, marketing, and corporate communications.
Sherri Mercer – Executive Assistant
Sherri Mercer joined the MacRo, Ltd. staff in July 2011 as executive assistant to Rocky Mackintosh and property manager.
Sherri brings more than 13 years of experience in financial and operational management. She is responsible for managing
the office and the company’s financial operations, including monthly, quarterly and annual accounting and property
management statements and reports.
Prior to joining MacRo, Sherri was vice president of operations for a privately held real estate acquisitions, development
and residential construction company for 10 years where she managed the financial and operational aspects of the
company as well as that of 25 separate holding companies, each with multiple projects and investors.
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